STI Summit

John Domingue

STI Board Meeting, Heraklion, Crete, May 2011
Motivation

• Every two years STI International will hold a Semantic Summit organized by the STI Fellows for the STI Board and selected Junior STI members. STI Semantic Summits will be intellectually, socially, and geographically stimulating and will address a small number of open scientific and domain or industry challenges of strategic importance to STI and to the Semantic Technology Community. They will be forward looking and will attempt to better understand the challenges and to set directions for STI Members, STI, and the Semantic Technology Community.
Organisation

- Conference Chair
  - John Domingue

- PC Chairs
  - Michael Brodie
  - Mark Greaves
  - Jim Hendler
Event Details

Wednesday, July 6, 2011 - Friday, July 8, 2011

- Riga, Latvia
Summit Themes (1/2)

- Social Semantics
- Linked Data: What Next? Or Future the Semantic Web
  - Processing Linked Data for Applications: Requirements and Scenarios
  - Strategic Future of LOD: making it work
  - Semantic Web and LOD applications
  - Services and semantics on mobile platforms
  - Linked data services and applications: E-Government, social networking, ...
Summit Themes (2/2)

- Computation, storage, and management aspects
  - Data management at scale: storage, search, inference, data integration, …
  - Reasoning / Problem Solving over LOD
  - Role of services and semantics in LOD applications
  - Semantics in Cloud Computing
Wednesday July 6

13:00 Introduction
   Chair/EB Fellows
14:00 Below I break
16:30 Above I
18:30 break
20:30 dinner
Thursday July 7

09:30 Social I
11:30 break
   Non-theme
   position
12:00 papers
13:00 Lunch
14:00 Below II
   break
16:30 Above II
18:30 break
20:30 dinner
Friday July 8

09:30 Social II
11:30 break
12:00 Closing Fellows Chair/EB
13:00 Lunch Possible
14:00 Tour of Riga
Request for junior STI staff

To take notes of sessions for possible use after the Summit